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Abstract We present an analysis of 1-year data of dust impacts observed on two of the Earth-orbiting
Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS) spacecraft. The dust impact signals were identified in
observations of the electric field probes and were registered simultaneously by monopole and dipole
configurations of the instrument. This unique setup allows us to reliably identify changes in the spacecraft
potential as candidates for dust impacts. We present a detailed study of the properties of the pulses
generated by the dust impacts and show the influence of the local plasma environment (spacecraft location
in the Earth magnetosphere) on signals generated by dust impacts and their detection. We discuss the
credibility of impact identification and possible sources of signal misinterpretation. We find a total of 784
observed events that we can interpret as dust impacts and that we use to derive a dust flux. We show that
MMS1 registered 0.7 and MMS3 0.8 dust impact-like events per hour. This corresponds to dust flux of
2.5–6 × 10−5 m−2 s−1.

1. Introduction
It has been shown that dust impacts on the spacecraft body can generate pulses in the electric field mea-
surements. Such surprising pulses have been detected for the first time by the Voyager spacecraft during a
crossing of Saturn's ring plane (Aubier et al., 1983; Gurnett et al., 1983). This method is recently used for
dust detection by many missions in various parts of our solar system such as Deep Space 1 (Tsurutani et al.,
2004), Cassini (Kurth et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Ye et al., 2014, 2016), Wind (Malaspina & Wilson, 2016;
Malaspina et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2015), Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO; ; Meyer-Vernet
et al., 2009; Kellogg et al., 2016; Malaspina et al., 2015; O'Shea et al., 2017; Zaslavsky, 2015; Zaslavsky et al.,
2012), Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (Andersson et al., 2015), Cluster (Vaverka et al., 2017a,
2017b), and Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS; Vaverka et al., 2018). The signatures of dust impacts
on a spacecraft body are intensively studied also in laboratories (Collette et al., 2016, 2013, 2014, 2015; Diet-
zel et al., 1973; McBride & McDonnell, 1999; Nouzák et al., 2018) and by computer simulations (Fletcher
et al., 2015; Pantellini et al., 2012).

This method has two main advantages with respect to dedicated dust detectors. Many more of the scientific
spacecraft are equipped with the electric field instruments than with conventional dust detectors. This gives
us an interesting opportunity to obtain some information about dust grains from regions where no missions
are focused primarily on dust detection. Another advantage of this technique is that the whole spacecraft
body is used as a dust detector and it provides a significantly larger detection area than that of dedicated dust
instrument. On the other hand, the disadvantage of such method is that there is nearly no information about
the impacting grain and that this method is still not fully understood. A frequently neglected problem is the
identification of dust impacts in obtained waveforms. There is an open discussion if all events attributed
to dust impacts detected by the STEREO spacecraft are really generated by dust (Kellogg et al., 2018). The
reliable answer to this question is very important for future use of the electric field instrument as ordinary
dust detectors. O'Shea et al. (2017) presented a complexity of signal detected by the STEREO spacecraft
and let several open questions about the detected signal. A large database of dust impacts registered by
the Wind spacecraft divided detected pulses into four different categories without proper explanation of
their shape (Malaspina & Wilson, 2016). The reliable identification of dust impacts is very important for
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the results obtained by this method. The presence of similar signals of different origin complicates dust
detection. For example, solitary waves can be easily misinterpreted as dust impacts by some dust detection
algorithms when only one electric field antenna/probe is used (Vaverka et al., 2018). Similar pulses can also
be generated by instrumental electronics. The example is the Wide Band Data instrument (Gurnett et al.,
1997) onboard the Cluster spacecraft, which generates pulses in the electric field data during switching a
level of an automatic gain control (Vaverka et al., 2017a). It should be mentioned that higher sampling rates
can help with signal identifications.

We use data from the MMS spacecraft because they provide electric field measurements by multiple probes
simultaneously in monopole and dipole configurations allowing us to distinguish pulses in the spacecraft
potential (candidates for dust impacts) from pulses connected to the ambient electric field as, for example,
solitary waves. We analyze shapes, durations, and amplitudes of detected pulses and influence of the ambient
plasma on the detected signal. The dust flux is derived from the occurrence rate of pulses attributed to
dust impacts.

2. Detection of Dust Impacts
The general understanding of a signal generation by dust impacts can be described as follows. The impact
of a dust grain onto the spacecraft body generates an impact plasma cloud (free electrons and ions). These
charged particles are influenced by the potential of the spacecraft body and can be subsequently attracted
to/repulsed from the spacecraft according to its surface potential (positively charged surface attracts elec-
trons, repulses ions, and vice versa). The interaction of impact cloud particles with the spacecraft body results
in fast change of its potential followed by relaxation to the equilibrium value due to the ambient plasma and
solar ultraviolet radiation. Such potential changes can be detected by the electric field instruments operating
in the monopole configuration where the electric field is measured as a potential drop between one electric
probe and the spacecraft body.

The amplitude of the detected signal is thus given by the amount of the released particles which depends on
the velocity and mass of impacting grains (Collette et al., 2014; Dietzel et al., 1973; McBride & McDonnell,
1999). The rising time of the pulse is given by the dynamics of the impact cloud (Meyer-Vernet et al., 2017).
The recorded rising edge of the pulse can be strongly influenced by the instrumental electronic as well as
by sampling frequency of the electric field measurement because corresponding processes typically takes
only a few microseconds. The relaxation part of the pulse is given by the parameters of ambient plasma
and intensity of photoemission that depends on the distance from the Sun (Zaslavsky, 2015). Environments
with high plasma density (magnetosphere of planets) and strong photoemission can significantly reduce
the pulse duration and even its amplitude (Vaverka et al., 2017b). Note that the typical duration of the dust
impact signature is in the range of milliseconds. Therefore, only instruments with the sampling frequency
higher than several kilohertz are able to register dust impact signatures. The configuration of the electric
field antennas is very important for dust impact detection. Only instruments operating in the monopole
configuration are able to directly register changes of the spacecraft potential (Meyer-Vernet et al., 2014; Ye
et al., 2014, 2016). Dipole instruments can detect only direct dust impacts on one of the antennas, events
when the expanding impact plasma cloud affects a potential of one antenna boom, or when the spacecraft
potential influences dipole antennas in an asymmetrical way. This fact is important to keep in mind during
data analysis. The mechanism of the signal generation by dust impacts and its detection by the electric field
instruments is described in more details, for example, in Zaslavsky (2015), Meyer-Vernet et al. (2017), and
Vaverka et al. (2017a, 2018).

3. MMS Spacecraft
The four MMS spacecraft are orbiting the Earth in close formation since 2015 (Burch et al., 2016). MMS
crosses various parts of the Earth's magnetosphere on their highly elliptical orbit. This allows us to study dust
impacts in different plasma environments. Each of these spacecraft is equipped with three pairs of electric
field probes, two in the spin plane (Probes P1–P4 [120 m tip-to-tip; Lindqvist et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2016])
and one in the axial plane (Probes P5 and P6 [29 m; Ergun et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2016]). The advantage of
this instrument for possible dust impact detection is that it operates nearly simultaneously in the monopole
and dipole configurations. In the monopole configuration, the probe-to-spacecraft potential is measured for
all six probes but only three of them are transmitted to the ground, one from each pair (P1, P3, and P5).
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Figure 1. A simplified sketch of the electric field instrument for both operating modes, dipole (left) and monopole
(right), and corresponding color scheme used in this paper.

This is followed by the electric field measurement (dipole configuration) as a potential drop between two
probes on opposite booms (E12, E34, and E56). The probe-to-spacecraft potentials for the rest of the probes
(P2, P4, and P6) can be derived from previous measurements. Figure 1 shows the probes configuration for
both modes (dipole left and monopole right), corresponding color scheme is later used in Figure 2. The
monopole configuration is sensitive to changes of the spacecraft potential, while the dipole configuration is
mainly sensitive to changes in the ambient electric field or to changes in the potential of dipole antennas.
This unique measurement allows us to reliably distinguish changes in the spacecraft potential (candidates
for dust impacts) from other signal related to changes in the ambient plasma or in the electric field. These
signals could be easily misinterpreted as dust impacts (Vaverka et al., 2018).

Only tips of the electric field instrument booms are used as potential sensors (probes). The tips are spheres
(8-cm diameter) for spin plane double probes and tubes (1-m long and 0.64-cm diameter) for axial probes.
Influence of the expanding plasma cloud and asymmetrical spacecraft potential is smaller than for observa-
tions in dipole configuration made on other spacecraft as Wind, STEREO, and Cassini. The negative current
bias is used for probes to reduce their high positive potential in tenuous plasma and to reduce the depen-
dence of the probe voltage on fluctuations of the plasma electron current (Lindqvist et al., 2016). This means
that the floating potential of the probe is closer to 0 (plasma potential) than the potential of the spacecraft
body (but still positive). The monopole measurements (probe-to-spacecraft potential difference) can be used
to estimate the spacecraft potential and to monitor the ambient electron flux (Andriopoulou et al., 2018;
Pedersen et al., 2008). The potential of the Earth-orbiting spacecraft is given by the balance of the electron
collection current and photoemission current. The spacecraft is thus charged positively in this case. Varia-
tions of plasma density for different parts of the Earth magnetosphere and solar wind conditions result in
the different values of the positive spacecraft potential from a few volts in the solar wind up to tens of volts
for environments with a low plasma density as the plasma sheet and tail lobes (Vaverka et al., 2017b).

The sampling frequency is a very important parameter for dust impact detection. The MMS electric field
instrument can operate with different sampling modes: Slow (8 s−1), Fast (32 s−1), Burst (up to 16,384 s−1),
and Hight Rate Burst (up to 262,144 s−1). Only Burst modes are fast enough for the dust impact detection.
We use only data in the Burst mode for the analysis presented in this paper. A typical operation time in this
mode slightly exceeds 1 hr/day.

4. Events Identification
It is generally a challenging issue to select events related to dust impacts from the electric field data mainly
in environments where natural waves such as solitary waves are present in large numbers. We used the fact
that the electric field instrument onboard the MMS spacecraft operates simultaneously in the monopole
and dipole configuration. It has been mentioned above that hypervelocity dust impacts on the spacecraft
body can generate short pulses in the spacecraft potential. Such changes can be detected by the electric field
instrument operating in the monopole configuration (probe-to-spacecraft potential measurement). In this
case, all monopole probes should register identical signals with the same polarity independently of their
geometrical orientation. For the dipole configuration, on the other hand, dust impacts on the spacecraft
body only generate a signal when the expanding cloud affects the potential of the electric probe or when the
spacecraft potential influences dipole probes in an asymmetrical way. We use data from multiple electric
field instruments in the monopole and dipole configuration for reliable identification of the changes in the
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Figure 2. The example of a typical event related to the change of the spacecraft potential (candidate for a dust impact)
selected by the automatic code. Probe-to-spacecraft potential measurement, P (top), the electric field measurement in
dipole configuration, E (middle), and the spacecraft potential, USC (bottom).

spacecraft potential (candidates for dust impacts). The difference between structures in the ambient electric
field like solitary waves and the changes in the spacecraft potential detected by the electric field instrument
onboard the MMS spacecraft are described in detail in Vaverka et al. (2018). Our event selection process can
be described in the following three steps: (1) preselection of interesting events, (2) identification of events
related to changes in the spacecraft potential, and (3) visual inspection.

1. In the first step, the automatic code selected events for which the derivative of the spacecraft potential
(derived from the monopole measurements) exceeded predefined threshold (20 mV).

2. These preselected events were tested, if the signal from monopole antennas corresponds to a change in the
spacecraft potential. Practically, correlation coefficients for signals from two opposite monopole probes
were calculated for both spin plane double probes (P1-P2 and P3-P4) for 3 ms of data (1 ms before and
2 ms after the strongest derivation in the spacecraft potential). Events with both correlation coefficients
exceeding 0.9 were saved as potential candidates for dust impacts. This step effectively eliminated all pulses
related to changes in the ambient plasma or electric field as solitary waves. The correlation coefficients for
such events should be close to −1 (monopole probes on the same axes detect an identical signal with the
opposite polarity). In the magnetosphere, this step significantly reduced the number of events, because
the number of solitary waves greatly exceeds the number of expected dust impacts (Pickett et al., 2004).
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3. As the last step, all events selected by this method were visually inspected (monopole and dipole data) to
prevent unexpected signals corrupting the results.

A typical event selected with this procedure is shown in Figure 2. The top panel shows the
probe-to-spacecraft potential for all probes (monopoles), P, the middle panel shows the electric field, E, and
the bottom panel shows the spacecraft potential derived from the monopole data, USC. The colors used in
this figure correspond to the color scheme in Figure 1. One can see that all pulses in probe-to-spacecraft
potential measurements are identical (the correlation coefficients for probes P1-P2 and P3-P4 are close to
unity). Moreover, the dipole data in the middle panel show none or very small pulses. Such signals can only
be explained by a change in the spacecraft potential, which is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2. This
procedure was applied to 1-year data (2016) from two MMS spacecraft (MMS1 and MMS3), and the results
are discussed below. The measured waveforms contain also a different kind of pulses. Waveforms from the
MMS2 spacecraft contain pulses related to the operation of Electron Drift Instrument (Torbert et al., 2016).
This is a reason why we used data from the MMS3 instead of MMS2.

5. Observations
We have identified (in MMS1 and MMS3 monopole data) 784 events corresponding to fast reduction of the
positive spacecraft potential, which could be generated by dust impacts. We now consider the pulse shapes,
amplitudes, and count rates.

5.1. Shape of the Pulses
A very important fact is that the shapes of detected pulses are not identical. The pulses related to the changes
in the spacecraft potential vary from sharp short spikes to round longer pulses. Three different examples of
pulses in the spacecraft potential, USC are shown in Figure 3. We have detected variety of pulses from the
sharp, shown in the top panel, to the long one from the bottom panel of Figure 3. The duration and the
shape (sharp/round) of pulses depend on USC. The pulses are short and sharp for low values of the spacecraft
potentials and longer and round for higher spacecraft potentials. This behavior is shown in Figure 4 for 363
pulses detected by MMS1. The left panel shows the duration of the pulse, t, as a function of USC. The duration
t, is defined as a time when the amplitude of the pulse is reduced to 1∕e of the maximal value. Pulse duration
depends on USC and increases from less than 1 ms for low spacecraft potentials up to 20 ms for events
when the spacecraft potential reached 35 V. It has been mentioned above that the equilibrium spacecraft
potential depends on the ambient plasma parameters, mainly on the electron density. The fact that the
duration (relaxation) of the pulses depends on the spacecraft potential thus simply means that the detected
pulses are longer in the tenuous plasma (higher spacecraft potential) and currents returning the spacecraft
potential back to its equilibrium value are stronger in the dense plasma (lower positive potential; Vaverka
et al., 2017b). The dependence of the pulse duration on the ambient plasma conditions has been observed
also by the Cassini spacecraft during the Grand Finale orbits (Ye et al., 2018). The fact that the relaxation
time depends on the plasma density supports the hypotheses that these signals are connected to changes
in the spacecraft potential and excludes a possibility that these pulses are generated in the instrumental
electronics because such pulses should be independent on the ambient plasma parameters.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows the time needed to reach the maximum value of the pulse, tmax, as a
function of the spacecraft potential, USC. This parameter also describes the shape of the pulses—time is
short for sharp spikes and significantly longer for round pulses as shown in the last panel of Figure 3. The
explanation of the various shapes of the pulses can be connected to the signal generation by dust impacts.
If the plasma density is large enough, the relaxation part of the pulse becomes dominant even before the
pulse can reach its maximum. This is the reason why sharp pulses shown in the top panel of Figure 3 occur
in environments with the high plasma density. The amplitude of the pulses can be reduced in this case
(Vaverka et al., 2017b). The discharging current becomes smaller with increasing equilibrium spacecraft
potential (decreasing plasma density) and the pulse can reach its maximum before the relaxation process
starts to dominate. The rising part of the pulse is given by particles (ions) escaping from the spacecraft
(Meyer-Vernet et al., 2017). The distance, when the escaping particles are far enough that their influence on
the spacecraft potential is negligible, depends on the ambient plasma density (Debye length). Escaping ions
have to get further from the spacecraft in the low-density plasma to lose their influence on the spacecraft
potential. This takes longer, if we assume the same velocity of the expanding ions. The theory presented
by Meyer-Vernet et al. (2017) for signal generation by dust impacts and consequent ion cloud expansion is
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Figure 3. Examples of three different pulses in the spacecraft potential (candidates for dust impacts).

relatively complex, but the pulse rising times between 0.2 and 5 ms are in a good agreement with this model
for Earth magnetosphere conditions. This supports our hypothesis that expansion of ion cloud generated by
dust impacts can be responsible for these events.
5.2. Amplitudes of the Pulse
The detected pulses show a large variety in their amplitudes. We have detected pulses from 0.05 (detection
limit) up to 27 V. The amplitude depends on the velocity and mass of the impacting grains (Collette et al.,
2014; Dietzel et al., 1973; McBride & McDonnell, 1999). The amplitude strongly increases with the veloc-
ity (power ranges from 3.8 to 4.2; Collette et al., 2014) and linearly with mass (power of 3 in size). The fact
that impacts of smaller dust grains are much more probable than impacts of bigger ones (Grün et al., 1985)
implies that we should expect much more events with small amplitudes for events related to the dust impact.

Figure 4. The duration of the pulse (left panel) and the time needed to reached the peak of the pulse (right panel) as a
function of the spacecraft potential.

VAVERKA ET AL. 6
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Figure 5. Histograms of the amplitudes of the pulses detected by the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission 1 spacecraft
in 2016 with a bin size 2 V (left panel) and 100 mV (right panel).

Figure 5 shows two histograms of pulse amplitudes detected by the MMS1 spacecraft. The left panel shows a
histogram with a bin size of 2 V, and the right panel shows a detail of the same data with a bin size of 100 mV.
It is possible to see that the pulses with higher amplitudes are less frequent than smaller ones and it is in a
good agreement with the assumption that the pulses are generated by the dust impacts. It is important to
note that this is not a proof that the dust impacts are responsible for these signals. The figure shows that the
majority of the events is smaller than 2 V and that the larger events are very sporadic. The detailed picture
(right panel) shows that the large portion of events has amplitudes close to 200‘mV and that the number of
events decreases for amplitudes smaller than 200 mV. The sensitivity of the detection method is limited and
depends on the background signal (presence of electromagnetic waves). It is important to note that elec-
tromagnetic waves can be very intens in some regions. In these cases, the ability to detect dust impacts is
significantly reduced. Pulses close to 50 mV are at the detection limit of our method, on the other hand,
according to our experience, it should be possible to detected pulses larger than 100 mV in most of the time.
There should be no reason to detect less pulses between 100 and 200 mV than between 200 and 300 mV.
The possible explanation could be that some of the pulses close to 200 mV are not related to the dust impacts.
Another explanation is that we overestimated the sensitivity and not all events larger than 100 mV are
registered.

Figure 6 shows amplitudes of the detected pulses as a function of the spacecraft potential (ambient plasma
density). The right panel shows a detail focused on events smaller than 1 V. It is possible to see that ampli-
tudes of pulses are limited by the spacecraft potential. We have never detected pulse larger than the actual
spacecraft potential that means that the spacecraft potential never changed its polarity from positive to neg-
ative. The typical potential of the MMS spacecraft is between 4 and 15 V. Note that the Active Spacecraft
Potential Control (ASPOC) instrument reduces the spacecraft potential into this range when the spacecraft
cross regions with low plasma density (Torkar et al., 2016). We have detected few pulses higher than 20 V

Figure 6. Amplitudes of the detected pulses as a function of the spacecraft potential (left) with a detail for a small
events (right).
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despite the fact that the spacecraft potential higher than 20 V is very atypical. The right panel of Figure 6
shows an increased amount of pulses with amplitudes close to the 200 mV as shown in the left panel of
Figure 5. Another possible explanation for this increase can be that for low values of the spacecraft poten-
tial (dense ambient plasma or activity of the ASPOC instrument) are amplitudes of the pulses reduced to
the detection limit by the stronger currents pushing the spacecraft potential back to the equilibrium value
as shown in the top panel of Figure 3.

5.3. Count Rate
We have analyzed 1 year of data for two of MMS spacecraft (MMS1 and MMS3) to be sure that the detected
events are not related only to one of the spacecraft. The operation time in the burst mode is 522.5 hr for
MMS1 and 513.8 hr for MMS3 during the whole 2016 year. Figure 7 shows the amount of all detected pulses
by MMS1 and MMS 3 (left) and corresponding count rates for each month. The average detected count rate
is 0.7 events per hour for MMS1 and 0.8 events per hour for MMS 3. These values are relatively constant
over the year. A small fluctuation can be a result of a limited amount of pulses in the individual months. It is
important to note that the yearly modulation of interstellar dust flux (peaking in March) has been reported
by Zaslavsky et al. (2012), Malaspina et al. (2014), and Kellogg et al. (2016). It can be possible that this effect
is hidden in the fluctuations caused by a limited amount of pulses in the individual months. The sensitivity
of dust detection can be variable over the year because the data comes dominantly from different regions
(solar wind vs. Earth’s magnetosphere) in various months. The statistics can be also corrupted if some of
the events are not generated by dust impacts. The fact that we detect a similar amount of events by both
spacecraft shows that the pulses are not result of any technical issue on the single spacecraft. On the other
hand, these spacecraft are identical and similar amount of events registered by both spacecraft could be a
result of identical constructions.

In the case that all events are triggered by dust impacts, the derived dust flux is in range from 2.5 × 10−5to 6
× 10−5 m−2 s−1 and it strongly depends on the effective cross section of the spacecraft which depends on the
preferred direction of incoming grains. The effective cross section is 3 m2 for the grains coming from the side
(equatorial plane) and 7 m2 for the grains coming from the top/bottom. Obtained dust flux according to the
interplanetary dust flux model (Grün et al., 1985) corresponds to impacts of dust grains heavier than 10−12 g
(3.4 10−5 m−2 s−1). The grain of this mass (approximately 1 μm in diameter) impacting with the velocity 20
km/s or higher can generate pulses above our detection limit (Collette et al., 2014). This shows that the flux
of interplanetary dust can explain the amount of the pulses we detected. Detected dust flux is in a similar
range as values presented by Zaslavsky et al. (2012) for 𝛽-Meteoroids (1–6 × 10−5 m−2 s−1) and interstelar
dust (2–10 × 10−5 m−2 s−1) detected by STEREO.

5.4. Positive Events
A very surprising fact is that we have detected pulses with the opposite polarity (than events described above)
279 by MMS1 and 367 by MMS3. The positive spacecraft potential becomes more positive for a short time and
returns back to the equilibrium value as previous pulses during these events. The monopole and dipole data

Figure 7. The amount of detected pulses by MMS1 and MMS3 (left panel) and corresponding count rates for each
month of 2016 (right panel). MMS = Magnetospheric Multiscale mission.

VAVERKA ET AL. 8
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Figure 8. An example of the event with opposite polarity. Probe-to-spacecraft potential measurement, P (top), the
electric field measurement in dipole configuration, E (middle), and the spacecraft potential, USC (bottom).

show exactly the same behavior as in Figure 2 but with the opposite polarity. One example of the pulse with
opposite polarity is shown in Figure 8. The existence of such inverted pulses has been also reported by O'Shea
et al. (2017) from the STEREO spacecraft without satisfactory explanation of their origin. It is not easy to find
a process which can be responsible for such behavior and make the positive spacecraft potential even more
positive. There is no mechanism related to dust impacts which can generate such pulses. Hypothetically, a
slow impact of a positively charged dust grain could result in the collection of the positive charge without
a generation of impact plasma. This event could cause a similar spike with the opposite polarity. On the
other hand, the amplitude of such pulse will be much smaller than the amplitude of detected spikes because
the amount of the positive charge carried by a dust grain is to small to increase the spacecraft potential by
about hundreds of millivolts. Interesting properties of these events are shown in Figure 9. Amplitude of the
pulse, dUSC, as a function of the spacecraft potential, USC, (left panel) shows a very interesting fact that the
amplitude of the pulses is strictly connected to the spacecraft potential. This behavior is totally different
than for pulses described before (compare a left panel of Figure 9 with Figure 6). The fact that the size of
the pulses is given by the spacecraft potential suggests that these events are probably generated artificially
(the amplitude should depend on the velocity and size of impacting grains in a case when the signal is
generated by dust impacts). The amplitude of such pulses decreases with the spacecraft potential and we
have not detected any positive pulses for the spacecraft potential higher than 17 V contrary to the negative
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Figure 9. Amplitude (left) and duration (right) of the positive (inverted) pulses.

pulses described above (candidates for dust impacts). The right panel of Figure 9 shows that the duration of
the pulses depends on the spacecraft potential (plasma density) in the same way as for the negative spikes
(compare with the left panel of Figure 4). This shows that these pulses are also probably related to changes
in the spacecraft potential. The different amplitude dependence on the spacecraft potential suggests that
the positive and negative pulses are of different origin. However, some of the negative spikes (candidates for
dust impacts) can be generated by the same unknown mechanism as the positive spikes. It is not possible
to misinterpret these positive events as dust impacts. On the other hand, the existence of such events with
unknown origin opens the important question if some events interpreted as dust impacts could be generated
also by a different mechanism.

6. Discussion
The pulses in the spacecraft potential (with reduction of the spacecraft potential) detected by the MMS space-
craft are probably generated by dust impacts. There are several supportive indications for this hypothesis:

• The simultaneous monopole and dipole electric field measurements show that these events are related to
changes of the spacecraft potential (Figure 2).

• The fact that the duration of these pulses depends on the spacecraft potential (ambient plasma density) also
suggests that these pulses are related to changes of the spacecraft potential. For example, pulses generated
in the instrument electronics should be independent on ambient plasma conditions.

• The rising part of the pulse depends on the spacecraft potential (thus on the plasma density in a particular
region) and the time needed to reach the maximum of the pulse is similar as predicted by Meyer-Vernet
et al. (2017) for ion cloud expansion.

• The pulses are distributed over the year evenly.
• Both spacecraft detected similar amount of the events (MMS1 0.7 events per hour and MMS3 0.8 events

per hour). This means that the events are not related to some technical issue on one of the spacecraft.
• There are significantly more pulses with a smaller amplitude than bigger ones. This corresponds to what

is expected from the dust flux model.
• Derived dust flux of 2.5–6 × 10−5 m−2 s−1 corresponds to the expected value for the dust flux model for

grains larger than 1 micron (Grün et al., 1985).
• There is no correlation between the operation of active experiments onboard the spacecraft as ASPOC and

Electron Drift Instrument. Detected events are not generated by these active experiments.

The existence of the positive pulses in the spacecraft potential of unknown origin shows that there is another
mechanism influencing the spacecraft potential. The surprising dependence of pulse amplitude on the
spacecraft potential for positive events shows that these events are generated by a different mechanism than
negative ones (candidates for dust impacts). However, it is not possible to exclude the possibility that some
of the negative pulses can be generated by different processes than by dust impacts.

VAVERKA ET AL. 10
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7. Conclusion
We have detected 784 pulses in the spacecraft potential by the electric field instrument over the year 2016
by two MMS spacecraft. The derived count rates are 0.7 events per hour for MMS1 and 0.8 events per hour
for MMS3. This corresponds to the dust flux of 2.5–6 × 10−5 m−2 s−1, which is in good agreement with
the dust flux model for grains larger than 1 μm (Grün et al., 1985). Several indications show that these
events could be generated by dust impacts on the spacecraft body. On the other hand, it is not possible to
exclude another origin for these pulses. The presence of the pulses (646) with the opposite polarity and their
unknown origin shows a very important fact that dust impact detection by electric field instruments is a very
challenging issue even for multiple electric field antennas operating simultaneously in the monopole and
dipole configurations. Such configuration allows us to reliably distinguish pulses in the spacecraft potential
and signals from the ambient plasma/electric field as solitary waves.

Detection of dust grains in space by the electric field instruments is still a relatively new technique recently
used for many spacecraft in various locations in our solar system. Obtained results showed that there is still
a need for better understanding of signatures generated by dust impacts, their detection, and identification
mainly in environments with low dust impact rate as well as to fully understand all processes generating
pulses in the spacecraft potential and in the electric field measurements. Reliable identification of dust
impacts is mandatory for establishing this method as an ordinary dust detection technique.
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